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Abstract—Mining the frequently visited places of single mobile
users, i.e., significant places, is crucial for supporting personalized
location-based services. Most of existing works for significance
place mining have a need to take advantage the GPS trajectories
of users. However, it is difficult to encourage mobile users to con-
tribute GPS trajectories because of the high power consumption
of GPS. In this paper, we propose a geo-grid based approach
for mining significant places from cell ID trajectories. In our
approach, the mined significant places are represented as sets
of geo-grids which are much smaller than the coverage areas of
cell-sites. To be specific, we firstly extract the stay areas where
the mobile user used to stay and map them to many geo-grids.
Then we mine significant places from the geo-grids by considering
their significance. We evaluate the approach on real word data
sets and the experimental results clearly show that the proposed
approach outperforms two baselines.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, location-based services such as Google Lat-

itude (www.google.com/latitude) and Foursquare (foursquare.

com) have been more and more popular with the rapid popu-

larization of smart mobile devices. A type of interesting and

promising location-based services is to provide personalized

location-based services by not only considering the current

locations of users but also the places which they frequently

visit, i.e., significant places [1]. For example, the nearby deals

can be recommended to mobile users by considering their

significant places.

Several prior works have been done for mining significant

places from the GPS trajectories of mobile users. For example,

Marmasse and Schmandt [6] proposed to utilize the disappear-

ances and appearances of GPS signal to indicate wether a user

is in a building. Ashbrook and Starner [2] proposed to cluster

GPS points by K-means algorithm to estimate significant

places. Zhou et al. [9] extended the density-based clustering

algorithm DBSCAN to DJ-Cluster, then used the extended

algorithm to discover GPS point clusters as significant places.

However, in practice it is usually difficult to encourage mobile

users to contribute GPS trajectories because the continuous

GPS sensing is very power-consuming [3] and thus will

dramatically hurt user experience.

Cell ID trajectories are logs in mobile devices which record

the IDs of serving cell-sites with a predefined time inter-

val. Compared with GPS trajectories, cell ID trajectories are

much easier to be collected since the power consumption of

recording the IDs of serving cell-sites is trivial. Moreover, the

approaches for mining significant places from cell ID trajec-

tories can be applied to low end mobile devices without GPS

sensors and thus make it possible to run significant place based

services for a larger user base. However, although several prior

works (e.g., [7], [5], [4]) propose some approaches for mining

significant places from cell ID trajectories by clustering cell

IDs, the accuracy of the results are not acceptable for many

practical applications because several cell-sites usually cover

a too large area.

To this end, in this paper we propose to mine the areas

which consist of several geo-grids from cell ID trajectories

as significant places, where a geo-grid is an area divided by

particular longitudes and latitudes and usually much smaller

than the coverage area of a cell-site. Our approach has two

stages as follows. In the first stage, we extract the stay areas

where users used to stay from cell ID trajectories by leveraging

the coverage areas of cell-sites and map the stay areas into

geo-grids in a proper scale. Each geo-grid in the extracted

stay areas are candidate significant places. In the second stage,

we firstly calculate the significance of each geo-grid and then

use a recursively pruning algorithm to separate the areas which

consist of many geo-grids by removing the geo-grids with low

significance. Finally, the maintained areas which are smaller

than a predefined maximum area are taken as significant

places. In this way, we can obtain significant places from

cell ID trajectories with much higher accuracy than the state-

of-the-art works. We conduct extensive experiments on real-

world data sets and the experiment results clearly show that the

proposed approach outperforms two geo-grid based baselines

extended from existing cell ID cluster based approaches.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,

we present the method of detecting stay areas from cell

ID trajectories. In Section III, we introduce the algorithm

for mining significant places from stay areas. Followed in

Section IV, we report the experimental results on real world

data sets. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section V.

II. EXTRACTING STAY AREAS

Ideally, we can firstly detect the places where a given

user used to stay but not only pass by as stay points and

then mine significant places from them. However, the real

stay points in the form of geographical coordinates cannot

be directly inferred from cell ID trajectories because we

can only roughly estimate the areas which the user used to
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visit through the coverage areas of recorded cell-sites, which

can be estimated from the locations and serving radiuses

of cell-sites provided by some public Web Services such

as Google Geocoding API (http://code.google.com/apis/maps/

documentation/geocoding/). To this end, we firstly try to find

the stay areas where the user used to stay and then mine

significant places from the discovered stay areas. Obviously,

stay areas are estimations of stay points. The smaller the stay

areas, the more precise they are for estimating real stay points.

In this section, we present the details of our approach for

discovering the stay areas of mobile users from their cell ID

trajectories.

A. Stay Session Discovery

To extract stay areas, we firstly find the segments of cell

IDs whose coverage areas may contain a stay point from the

cell ID trajectory of a mobile user, which are referred as stay
sessions for simplicity, and then take the overlapped coverage

area of all cell-sites in a stay session as a stay area. The method

of discovering stay sessions is motivated from the observation

as follows.

Observation: if we take no account of the errors for

the estimated coverage areas of cell-sites, we will have the

following observation: suppose a user has stayed in a location

for a while, the corresponding cell ID trajectory may consist

of a) several duplicate occurrences of the same cell ID,

or b) several different cell IDs whose coverage areas are

mutually overlapped with each other. The first case is easy

to understand. The second case usually occurs when the user

is staying in the overlapped area of the coverage areas of

several adjacent cell-sites. In such an area, the serving cell-

site of the mobile user may be any of the group of adjacent

cell-sites according to their signal quality. Consequently, the

recorded cell IDs of serving cell-sites may change even though

the user is not moving. Figure 1 shows an example of the

second case that a group of cell IDs whose coverage areas

mutually are overlapped implies a stay point. In the example

the sampling rate of cell-sites in service is one minute. From

this figure, we can see that when the user stays in the point P1

for several minutes, the coverage areas of the corresponding

cell IDs {c1, c2, c3} are mutually overlapped. When the user

moves from point P1 to point P2, the coverage areas of the

sampled cell IDs are not overlapped with all cell IDs in

{c1, c2, c3}. When the user arrives in point P2 and stay for a

while, the coverage areas of the recorded cell IDs {c7, c8, c9}
are mutually overlapped again, which clearly implies the user

is in a stay point.

Based on the above observation, we can easily detect the

segments of cell IDs whose coverage areas may contain a stay

point from the cell ID trajectories of mobile users, which are

referred as stay sessions for simplicity. The notion of stay

sessions are formally defined as follows.

Definition 1 (Closed Cell ID Segment): Given a cell ID

trajectory C = c1c2...cn, where ci(1 ≤ i ≤ n) denotes a

cell ID, for a segment of C denoted as s = cjcj+1...cj+k(1 ≤
j ≤ n − k), s is called a closed cell ID segment of C iff

� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� � �� � �	 � �
 �
 �� �� �� �

Fig. 1. An example of cell ID trajectory which implies that the user moves
from a stay point to another stay point. Each circle denotes the coverage area
of a corresponding cell-site.

Algorithm 1 Stay Session Detection

Input 1: a cell ID trajectory C = c1c2...cn;

Input 2: a minimum staying time Tmin;

Output: a set of stay sessions S;

1: S ← ∅;
2: s← {c1};
3: for i = 1; i < n; i++ do
4: if ci �= ci+1 then
5: Movment← false;

6: for eachc ∈ s do
7: if Distance(c, ci+1) ≥ c.Radius + ci+1.Radius

then
8: Movment← true;

9: if T imeRange(s) ≥ Tmin then
10: S ← S ∪ s;

11: s← {ci+1};
12: if Movment = false then
13: s← s+ ci+1;//append ci+1 to the tail of s
14: return S;

∀j≤a,b≤(j+k)ca.A∩cb.A �= φ, where c.A denotes the coverage

area of the cell-site with ID c.
Definition 2 (Stay Session): Given a predefined threshold

of minimum time range Tmin, for a closed cell segment

s = cici+1...ci+n, s is called a stay session iif (a)

(ci+n.timestamp − ci+1.timestamp) ≥ Tmin and (b) �
∃s′(s ⊂ s′) ∧ (s′ is a closed segment of C).

According to notions we can detect stay sessions by scan-

ning the cell ID trajectory and iteratively discover the closed

cell-ID sequences and check whether they are stay sessions.

Algorithm 1 illustrates the method of stay session extraction.

Herein the variable Movement is used to record the recogni-

tion of a closed cell ID sequence and c.Radius indicates the

coverage radius of the cell-site c. The parameter of Tmin is

set to 30 minutes in our experiments. Moreover, the distance

between the cell-site with ID ci and another one with ID cj
is calculated as follows.

Distance(ci, cj) = R× arcsin√
sin2 (

ΔLat

2
) + cos (cA.Lat) cos (cB .Lat) sin

2 (
ΔLong

2
),

where c.Lat and c.Long indicates the latitude and longitude
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of the cell-site c respectively, R denotes the radius of equator1,

ΔLat = |cA.Lat − cB .Lat| and ΔLong = |cA.Long −
cB .Long|.
B. Estimating Stay Areas by Geo-grids

Given a stay session s = cici+1...ci+n, we can estimate the

stay area of the user by As =
⋂

c∈s c.A, where c.A indicates

the coverage area of the cell-site c. A stay area As indicates

that the user’s movement is limited in the area during the

according time range, which implies it may contain a stay

point of the user. The longer the time range and the smaller

the stay area, the more likely the user is in a stay status and

the stay point is covered by As.

Since the coverage areas of cell-sites are usually represented

by areas of circles, stay areas are essentially irregular areas

bounded by curves. However, it is inefficient to represent a

stay area by a group of boundaries in the form of sphere

curves. Moreover, too accurate estimations of stay areas are

meaningless because the information of the coverage areas for

cell-sites usually contain errors. Therefore, we use a simple

and efficient geo-grid based method to estimate the stay area.

The basic idea of the approach is as follows. Firstly, we

partition the surface of the earth into many geo-grids by

latitude and longitude. Then we can use a group of geo-grids

to represent the coverage area of a cell-site c by enumerating

the geo-grids whose centers are covered by c.A. Finally, we

can quickly calculate the overlapped area among the coverage

areas of several cell-sites by enumerating the joining geo-

grids among their covered geo-grids as shown in Figure 2.

Obviously, the smaller scale we use to partition the earth,

the more accurate the estimation can be. But as mentioned

above, we do not need too accurate estimations because of

the inherent errors of the cell-site information. In practice, we

partition the surface of the earth in the scale of 0.001 latitude

× 0.001 longitude.

Fig. 2. An example of estimating stay areas by geo-grids. The red area
estimates the overlapped area of two cell-sites’ coverage areas.

III. MINING SIGNIFICANT PLACE FROM STAY AREAS

1For simplicity, we assume the Earth is a perfect sphere.

Algorithm 2 Significant Places Extraction

Input 1: a set of areas Λ = {A};
Input 2: a maximum area threshold Amax;
Output: a set of significant places P ;

1: P ← ∅;
2: for each A ∈ Λ do
3: if Area(A) > Amax then
4: call Separate(Λ, Amax, P );
5: else
6: P ← P ∪A;
7: return P ;

Method Separate(Λ′, A′
max, P )

1: for each A′ ∈ Λ′ do
2: if Area(A′) > Amax then
3: gmin ←argming(Signicance(g)), where g ∈ A′;
4: for each g ∈ A′ do
5: if Signicance(g) ≤ Signicance(gmin) then
6: A′ ← A′ − g;
7: if A′ is split to several areas Λ∗ = {A∗} then
8: call Separate(Λ∗, Amax, P );
9: else

10: go to 3;
11: else
12: P ← P ∪A′;
13: return;

With the stay areas of a user, we can mine his (or her) sig-

nificant places. Intuitively, we can count the visiting frequency

of each geo-grid in the stay areas and take the top frequently

visited geo-grids as significant places. To be specific, we can

count a geo-grid to be visited once when it appears in one stay

area. However, this naive approach does not take into account

the different accuracy of estimating stay points for each stay

area. Usually, the larger the stay area, the less accurate the

estimation of a real stay point. Motivated by this observation,

we should take into account the geo-grids occurring in small

stay areas more than those occurring in big ones. Moreover,

we observe that the longer the time range of a stay session,

the more likely it contains a real stay point, which implies

that we should pay more attention to the geo-grids occurring

in stay areas extracted from long stay sessions. Along this

line, for each geo-grid g occurring the extracted stay areas,

the significance is calculated as follows.

Significance(g) =
∑

s:g∈s.A

T imeRange(s)

GridNum(s.A)
, (1)

where s denotes a stay session, s.A denotes the corresponding

stay area, GridNum(s.A) indicates the number of geo-grids

s.A contains.

It is worth noting that a geo-grid with high significance

may not correspond to one real significant place. On one

hand, when the scale of the geo-grid is relatively big, a

significant geo-grid may contain several significant places,

which is called false merging. On the other hand, when

the scale of the geo-grid is relatively small, several adjacent

significant geo-grids may imply the same significant place,

which is called false splitting. For example, the significant
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place may be a big plaza which covers several geo-grids.

Another example of false splitting is that a significant place

may be in the common boundary of adjacent geo-grids. For

the false merging problem, we cannot split a geo-grid to

discover the real significant places. Thus, we should select

relatively small geo-grids in practice. For the false splitting

problem, we can assume that two adjacent significant geo-grids

may imply the same significant place. Based on the intuitive

assumption, we propose a geo-grid pruning based algorithm

for discovering the areas whose contained geo-grids have high

average significance as significant places.

The basic idea of the algorithm is as follows. Initially,

all geo-grids appearing in the extracted stay sessions are

naturally split to several areas which consist of many geo-

grids due to the connectivity among them. Firstly, we define

a maximum area threshold as Amax to limit the areas of

estimated significant places. Then for each area we recursively

remove the geo-grids with the lowest significance in the area

to split the original area by the connectivity among geo-grids.

The pseudo code the algorithm is illustrated in Algorithm 2,

where A denotes an area which consists of many geo-grids,

the method Seperate(Λ′, A′
max, P ) is a recursive function for

separating areas in Λ′ and inserting the areas which are small

enough to the global set of significant places P .

IV. EXPERIMENT

In this section, we report and analyze the experimental

results of evaluating our proposed approach on real data sets.

A. Data sets

In [8], we collected 10 college volunteers’ cell ID trajec-

tories through their mobile devices. The collected data span

for one month and the sampling rate of serving cell IDs is set

to be one minute. The collected cell ID trajectories are not

totally sequential because of the power off of mobile devices.

Moreover, though the software of collecting cell ID trajectories

will automatically start when the mobile device is power on,

volunteers can manually exit the software if they don’t want

the information of current locations to be recorded for the

sake of privacy. Therefore, the collected cell IDs in cell ID

trajectories are associated with the corresponding timestamps

for checking the boundaries of stay sessions. The details of the

collected data sets are illustrated in Table I, where the Owner
ID identifies the owner, Nc denotes occurrence number of all

cell IDs, Nu denotes the number of unique cell IDs, and Ns

denotes the number of extracted stay sessions of a cell ID

trajectory, respectively.

B. Baselines

Since there is no other existing approach to mine areas

which consist of geo-grids as significant places, we extend

two cell ID cluster based approaches as baselines.

Extended Community Mining based Approach (ECMA):
this baseline is extended from the approach proposed in [4].

The basic idea of the original approach is to firstly build an

undirectional graph of cell IDs for a given cell ID trajectory

TABLE I
THE DETAILS OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA SETS.

Owner ID Nc Nu Ns

1 61,804 839 168
2 22,418 56 34
3 23,849 789 120
4 46,440 543 106
5 44,093 204 77
6 34,685 158 84
7 40,219 388 310
8 54,181 809 145
9 54,181 1151 175
10 59,004 188 253

where an edge between two cell IDs denotes that the two cell

IDs co-occur adjacently in the cell ID trajectory. Then a com-

munity mining algorithm is performed to mine communities,

i.e., the sets of cell IDs which have more inner links than out

links, as significant places. However, representing a significant

place by a set of cell IDs is too inaccurate to compare with our

proposed approach since several cell IDs may cover a large

area. To this end, we extend the community mining based

approach by leveraging the idea of our approach. Specially,

for each mined set of cell IDs, we firstly extract the coverage

area of the cell IDs represented by geo-grids by utilizing the

information of the corresponding cell-sites. For computing the

significance of grids, since the Equation 1 depends on the

stage of stay session extraction, we assign each geo-grid the

significance as follows.

Significance(g) =
∑

c:g∈c.A

c.freq, (2)

where c denotes a cell ID, c.A denotes the coverage area of

the cell-site with ID c, and c.freq denotes the frequency of

c in the given cell ID trajectory. Finally, we use Algorithm 2

to mine significant places from the geo-grids by considering

their significance. It worth noting that Algorithm 2 may find

multiple areas which consist of many geo-grids as significant

places. To be in line with the assumption of the original com-

munity mining based approach that each cell ID community

corresponds to one significant place, we only remain the one

with the largest average significance for its contained geo-grids

if Algorithm 2 outputs multiple significant places.

Fully Connected Component base Approach (FCCA):
this baseline is similar to ECMA with respect to the idea

of firstly building an undirectional graph of cell IDs and

then mining sets of cell IDs from the graph to represent

significant places. The difference is that FCCA does not mine

communities. Instead, it iteratively prunes the cell IDs with the

lowest frequency as noisy data and extracts fully connected

components from the cell ID graph to represent significant

places. The iterative process stops until all remaining cell IDs

are in fully connected components. To make the results of

FCCA more accurate for comparing them with those of our

approach, we use Algorithm 2 again to mine significant places

from the geo-grids in the cell IDs’ coverage area by assigning

their significance by Equation 2.
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C. Ground Truth and Evaluation Metric

For each cell ID trajectory, firstly, our approach and the

two baselines output several areas which consist of geo-grids

as significant places. Then, the owner of the cell ID trajectory

is asked to evaluate the results of each approach. The mined

significant places are shown in map views (e.g., Figure 5,

Figure 6, and Figure 7) and thus the owner can intuitively label

the correctness of each significant place by recalling whether

he (or she) used to frequently visit to and stay at the place.

We do not perform the widely used “cross validation”

to ensure the labeling quality because we think it is not

reasonable to let others label your own personal significant

places. Instead, to ensure the quality of evaluation, each

approaches’ output are copied and then mixed. Thus, first, the

labeler does not know the generating approach of the approach

for avoiding bias. Second, if we find two copies of the same

output are labeled differently, we will come back to the labeler.

Moreover, expect for evaluating the correctness of the mined

significant places, the volunteers are also asked to provide the

numbers of their real significant places.

After labeling the mined significant places, we can use

two common metrics for evaluating the effectiveness of each

approach for mining significant places, namely, precision and

recall. To be specific, the two metrics can be calculated as

follows.

Precision =
Ntrue

Ntotal
, Recall =

Ntrue

Nreal
, (3)

where Ntrue indicates the number of significant places labeled

as “True”, Ntotal indicates the total number of mined signifi-

cant places, and Nreal indicates the number of real significant

places of the corresponding volunteer.

D. Overall Results

For simplicity, the approach proposed in this paper is

denoted as SAA (Stay Area based Approach) in the follow-

ing paragraphes. For all approaches, the maximum area of

significance places Amax is set to be 500m × 500m (about

5× 5 grids). Figure 3 compares the precision of SAA, FCCA

and ECMA for all data sets. Each label around the circle

indicates the owner ID of a cell trajectory. From this figure

we can see that both SAA and FCCA dramatically outperform

ECMA with respect to the precision of mining significant

places. The performance of FCCA is roughly comparable to

that of SAA and in some specific data sets the latter approach

performs dramatically better. Figure 4 compares the recall of

SAA, FCCA and ECMA for all data sets. From this figure we

can see that SAA dramatically outperform both FCCA and

ECMA with respect to the recall of mining significant places.

Moreover, in some data sets FCCA outperforms ECMA but

vice versus on other data sets. In general, their performance

are roughly comparable.

Obviously, mobile users at least have two significant places,

namely, work place and home. In practice, the ability of

discovering the two significant places is critical for evaluating

the performance of a significant place mining approach. To
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Fig. 3. Spherical comparison in terms of precision.
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Fig. 4. Spherical comparison in terms of recall.

further compare the effectiveness of SAA, ECMA and FCCA,

we also ask each volunteer to determine whether the result of

an anonymous SP approach covers the home and work place

of the volunteer. Table II shows the coverage of work places

and homes by three approaches for each data set, where Both
denotes that both the work place and home are covered by the

mined significant places, One denotes only one of the work

place and home is covered, and None denotes neither of them

is covered. From this table we can see that SAA significantly

outperforms ECMA and FCCA with respect to the ability of

mining work places and homes.

TABLE II
THE COVERAGE OF TWO COMMON SIGNIFICANT PLACES, NAMELY, WORK

PLACE AND HOME.

Owner ID SAA ECMA FCCA
1 Both One Both
2 Both One One
3 Both One One
4 Both One One
5 Both One One
6 Both One One
7 Both One One
8 Both One Both
9 Both One One

10 Both One One

E. Case Study

Expect for analyzing the overall results, we also manually

check the user labels for the mined significant places for in-

tuitively understanding the difference of different approaches’

results. For example, Figure 5, Figure 6, and Figure 7 show

the labeled significant places mined by SAA, ECMA, and

292292292



Fig. 5. The significant places mined by SAA, where “1” denotes work place
and “2” denotes home.

Fig. 6. The significant places mined by ECMA.

FCCA for a volunteer, respectively. The true significant places

are labeled with “
√

” while the false significant places are

labeled with “×”. From these figures we can see that all of

the significant places of SAA are correct while both ECMA

and FCCA mined some false significant places.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a geo-grid based approach for

mining significant places from cell ID trajectories. First, we

extracted the stay areas where users used to stay from cell

ID trajectories by leveraging the coverage areas of cell-sites

and map the stay areas into geo-grids of proper scales. Then,

we recursively removed the geo-grids with low significance

and mined the areas which consist of significant geo-grids

from the stay areas as significant places. The representations

of the significant places mined by our approach are much

more accurate than those of the state-of-the-art works. We

conduct extensive experiments on real-world data sets and the

experiment results clearly show that the proposed approach

Fig. 7. The significant places mined by FCCA.

outperforms two baselines with respect to both precision and

recall.
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